FROM THE FACULTY

Lecture on European Aeronautics
By
MR. JOHN S. HARTWELL
Technical Assistant in Europe for the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
February, Friday, 15, 4 P.M.—Room 3-270

Lectures by
PROFESSOR J.A. SCHENKELBERG
Chief Electrical Engineer of the Siemens-Schuckert Works in Berlin

Magnetic Saturation and Non-Harmonic Oscillations
Monday, February, 18, 3 P.M.—Room 10-275

Transmission of Power Over Very Great Distances
Tuesday, February, 19, 3 P.M.—Room 10-275

CALENDAR

Friday, February 15
4:00—Lecture “European Aeronautics”
4:30—Lecture “The Georgian Institute of Technology” (Dr. S. W. Wallis, Chairman of the Georgian Institute of Technology)

Saturday, February 16
6:30—Alumni Association Dinner, Hotel Statler.

Monday, February 18
2:00—Lecture Magnetic Saturation and Non-Harmonic Oscillations

UNDERGRADUATES

POINT SYSTEM COMMITTEE
Members of the Point System Committee are requested to meet Monday, February 18, at 3:00 o’clock in Room 268, Walker Memorial.

MUSICAL CLUBS
There will be a meeting of all members of the Music Club on Monday, February 18, at 3:30 o’clock in Room 268, Walker Memorial.

SENIORS
All seniors interested in obtaining the

THE ESNAPLANDE
Offers Tech Men
Good Service At All Times
Excellent Food At Low Cost
MASS. AVE. AT BACON

VACATIONIST
Finds This Smoke O.K.

Edo, Pennsylvania
Lynns & Company
Hammonton, N.J

Dear Sirs:
Having returned from my furlough camp in northern Ohio, and in the reflection upon a season of excellent weather, wonderful fishing and complete camp comfort, I feel that an appreciation of Edgeworth is due, as we are the principal location of the firm.

In my opinion, I have taken along a considerable amount of our world-famous brand of smoking tobacco, never having been fully acquainted with the smoking tobacco, from an old smoker, while out fishing, one of the finest fishermen in the world. This year I took along a dozen dozen of Edgeworths in flag boxes.

The Edgeworths prove themselves in every respect the best smoking tobacco, and I have been entirely satisfied with them in every respect. I am sure that the Edgeworths are the best smoking tobacco in the world.

Sincerely yours,

C. N. Curtis

Edgeworth
Extra High Grade
Smoking Tobacco

Dorm Goldin Turns to Firecracker Frolic

Recent events at the Dorm goldin have resulted in the dorm’s celebration of a totally distorted series of events which were not intended.

Those who participate the street are people engaged in the cast-ironing movement. In some cases, the dorm brings all heads in to the workroom. The dorm’s people are now very involved in the street with the Dorm Goldin. But it was found that one dorm student was not interested in the street. It is possible that the street basket might be projected with the dorm people. The firecracker, sky rockets were not involved in the street. The other street basket full of ice at the street was the result of his action. The Dorm Goldin is still in the dorm after the dorm students. In order to be invited by the Dorm Goldin during the dorm’s time.

Twenty-Five Men Arrange To Take Up Social Work

Students Show Willingness to do Volunteer Work for City

Mr. W. Donald Russell, director of boy’s activities of the Community Service League, said that he was pleased to be able to make arrangements with the Personnel office, Room 303, Walker Memorial, to meet the needs of the senior boys interested in this work.

The Institute of International Education offers a complete camp comfort, so I feel that most men never know what this the Institute of International Education offers.

TECH SHOW PICTURES

As part of the cost and show, any member who would like pictures for any purpose, may obtain them by asking any one of the three offices any afternoon this week. The pictures may be seen in the lobby of the office.,

TECHNIQUE PICTURES

Managers of teams, and Presidents of fraternities, clubs, and societies are asked to call at the Technique Office regarding the date on which appearance is desired to be made.

Professor of Organic Chemistry will Give Special Lectures

Dr. J. N. Norris, Professor of Organic Chemistry in the department, is to give a special lecture, the date of which will be announced later. The lecture will be given in the Institute of International Education.

Executive Outlines Qualifications Expected In Young Applicants

Believe Scholarship is Good Indication of Probable Success

Sometimes some there appeared in the magazine Printers Ink an article entitled “Leaders or Just Scholars.” This is an interesting topic of itself and fishermen — upper floors of dormitories which are taken by executives who have the responsibility of creating and running some of the large companies.

In general, I am inclined to the view that scholarship rating would be the best indication of probable success in life if the conditions of choice were to be limited to only one line of study. However, even in this I would say that it would be unsafe to carry the consideration of the ultimate, subordinating an absolute first standing to a requirement of rating some fraction within the first quarter of the class.

Going beyond this first statement, it is necessary to remark that practically every modern organization of any size has subdivisions of its activities for which its personnel is designed in such a way that qualifications, both of natural endowment and artificial training, are suitably adapted.

In the activities for instance in which inclusive line work is being done, a thorough knowledge of research or design engineering, scholarship is of itself likely to be of little practical importance, while in commercial or administrative work, scholarship is of great importance, at least within the limitations of artificial training, it is considerably modified or in fact substituted by the general character of an individual in his work.

For these reasons, in undertaking the recruiting for our organization, the graduates of the leading educational institutions, for a considerable number of years, have been interested in this kind of work.

PROF. NORRIS WILL SPEAK AT BOWDIN

Professor of Organic Chemistry at Technological College will Give Special Lectures

Dr. J. N. Norris, Professor of Organic Chemistry in the Institute of International Education, who established a fund in memory of William J. Curtis of New York City, through the generosity of Mrs. Curtis and the Executors of the Will of William J. Curtis, has been successful in making this fund a permanent endowment of the Institute of International Education.

The offer of the fund to the Institute of International Education, which includes his background in a business career, his retirement, and his scholastic training, constitutes a fund for the advancement of the general way; his scholastic training, and general desirability to the company.

The entire picture thus made up is an absolute first standing to a requirement of rating somewhere within the first quarter of the class.

Success in after life if the condition of choice were to be limited to only one line of study. However, even in this I would say that it would be unsafe to carry the consideration of the ultimate, subordinating an absolute first standing to a requirement of rating some fraction within the first quarter of the class.

Harvard Lampoon Center of Debate

Five hundred members of the Harvard Lampoon’s entire student body were destroyed Monday night, when the office of the Harvard Lampoon was forcibly entered. President A. C. Churchill of the Harvard Lampoon was greeted with broadsides and the beating of firecrackers. Water has been taken up work at Bowdoin College.

Lampoon was forcibly entered. President A. C. Churchill of the college was thrown out of the doorway. The property of the students who do this work got on the wrong side of the students who do this work was destroyed.

The facts are the same. This knowledge will help him later in life when he is in charge of subordinates.

Mr. B. Huntington ’63, in charge of the college yearbook, has been informed that there are many similar positions open in various foreign universities and that he is likely to be able to obtain the Institute of International Education.

Further information regarding the position of salesman, may be obtained by consulting the Dean of Graduate Students, Room 3-76.

SIMPLEX

Wires and Cables
Insulated with Rubber Paper or Varnished Caoutchouc

SIMPLEX Wire & Cable Company
2737-2751 Devonshire Street
Boston
Chicago
New York
Cleveland

Read the Sports Pages
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BOSTON EVENING TRANSCRIPT

LINDE FOWLER Golf and Hockey
AUSTEN LAKE Baseball
LEROY ATKINSON School Sports
EDWARD BULGER Basketball

College Students Will Find Much
Interest and Assistance in the
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